We demonstrate that measurements of the power law behavior of single and double fragmentation cross sections (A+ B -C+X and A-I-B MC+ D+X) at high energies are capable of distinguishing between different models of hadronic interactions. Present evidence supports the idea that quark exchange or annihilation is the dominant strong interaction at present energies; further tests are proposed.
INTRODUCTION
The striking success of the quark-parton model in describing the dynamics of lepton-induced reactions has led to increased emphasis on developing an equally fundamental explanation of the regularities of purely hadronic collisions.
Within the general framework of quantum chromodynamics there are two distinguishable perturbation theory mechanisms which could characterize the initial interaction between colliding hadrons: a) vector gluon exchange ls3 ( Fig. la) , or b) quark exchange or annihilation 44 (Figs. lb, lc) .
In each case one assumes that the separating color systems are neutralized by final state interactions in analogy to the case of e+e--q;i whadrons.
The gluon exchange mechanism, which is the starting point for the Pomeron model of Low' and Nussinov, 2 has the advantage of automatically producing a roughly constant high energy cross section (because of the vector coupling), and is often identified with the dual (cylinder) model of the Pomeron. It is, however, remote from standard hadronic models based on short-ranged interactions in rapidity, and because of the point-like gluon-quark interaction, does not lead in any obvious way to a transverse momentum cutoff of the forward jets.
The quark exchange mechanism6 is the quantum chromodynamic realization of Feynman's wee-parton exchange ansatz. 5 This mechanism can be identified with either a simple quark-exchange amplitude (Fig. lb) or the annihilation of a wee-quark and wee-antiquark of the target and projectile into a color singlet system ( Fig. 1~ ). This quark-exchange (or annihilation) mechanism will yield a logarithmically increasing cross section at high energies if one assumes the distribution functions G q,H(x) = dNq,H(x)/dx for wee-quarks in a hadron have the Feynman form G q/Htx) -x -' for small x, and it can be made consistent with the short-range correlation, low-transverse momentum properties of the multiperipheral model, as well as the large transverse momentum phenomenology of the constituent interchange model. 6' 7 [Here x is the light-cone variable, x = (ko+k3)/@0+p3) where lh.~? is the momentum of the quark@adron).]
The form of the cross section (after integrating over transverse momenta)
is oar = / ' dxa /,l dxb Gq/A(Xa) Gq/B(xb) 0(9ab) 0 with 2 2 h "amb ' = XaXbS + 4xaxbs and i(i) is a decreasing function of s. In the case of a valence-seainteractions only one G(x) has x-l behavior aud the cross section u AB(") -const.
It is interesting to note that if the quark exchange mechanism is correct, then the same dynamics which produces hadrons in association with the DrellYan mechanism* (qi -11) for lepton pairs (at small .J%$Q-/s) is also responsible for the production of hadrons in ordinary hadron collision; if gluon exchange is correct, then there are two quite distinct hadron production mechanisms.
inelastic multiplicities in lepton-and hadron-induced reactions at the same available energy, i. e. , the apparent equality of the hadronic and current plateaus, can be regarded as evidence of a quark exchange or annihilation mechanism as the primary hadronic interaction. This is because the final state of a lepton-induced reaction always begins as a separating 3 and 3 of color, leading to gluon radiation and subsequent hadron production, dependent on separating color "charges",
proportional to 4/3 cys (crs=gz/41r). Hadron-hadron interactions which start with quark exchange also begin with separating 3 and 3 systems, whereas for gluon exchange, the final states begin with separation of color octets and, accordingly, gluon radiation, dependent on separating charges proportional to 3os. Thus at similar available energies, hadronic collisions should evidently have the same central hadron multiplicities as leptonic induced reactions (e+e--hadrons, Q -1%) only if the wee-quark exchange or annihilation mechanism dominates.
This color separation argument can also be supported by the following physical considerations. If two quarks in pp collisions are scattered to large transverse momentum by the exchange of a gluon with four-momentum $I, then the resulting total hadron multiplicity will be just double that of deep inelastic lepton-proton scattering at the same q2. As q2 becomes small, and the two quarks scatter forward, the multiplicity of their jets will combine with the multiplicity of the spectator quarks to give at least double the usual jet multiplicity-in apparent conflict with experiment.
(We rule out the possibility of destructive interference of the multiplicity chains since the initial gluon interaction leaves color . separated.)
It is clear, though, that all these arguments are based o.n the iso- It is clear from the above discussion that it is important to propose further empirical tests which distinguish the gluon and quark exchange mechanisms, and also to compare both approaches to standard Regge phenomenology. As we shall -. 1 discuss here, the power-law behavior of hadronic fragmentation associated with underlying jet structures appears to provide a critical tool for this purpose. It is immediately clear that the quark and gluon exchange mechanisms lead to strikingly different jet behavior in pp collisions. In the case of gluon exchange, the jets in the target and projectile region both correspond to an underlying (qqq) in a color octet. In the case of quark exchange (or qi annihilation into singlets) the underlying jet structure is the same [for example, (qq) and ()] as in the Drell-Yan process (see Fig. 1 ).
A critical method for distinguishing underlying jet structure is the x-+1
power-law behavior of its hadronic fragments. We will utilize the dimensional counting rule, 15,16,20
for the production of the hadronic fragment, a, with light cone (or infinite momentum) fraction x= (p~+p~)/(p~+p~), where sA is taken along the z axis.
Here n& is the minimum number of quark spectators which are left behind with total light cone fraction (l-x).
(Equivalently, the &A state is the minimal quark state with the quantum numbers of &. ) It is intuitively clear that the probability for finding a fragment with a large fraction of the momentum must decrease as the number of particles in the Fock space increases. Equation (1) follows from evaluating the lowest order terms in a renormalizable perturbation theory assuming the Bethe-Salpeter wavefunction of A is finite at the origin and contains the quarks necessary to form a. It is also consistent with a smooth exclusive-inclusive connection (correspondence principle21) and the $mensional counting rules for exclusive large pT processes and elastic form factors. In certain cases (when n(a) is odd) spin effects can lead to an extra single power of (l-x) suppression, but in practice this can probably be ignored 22 because of the effect of nonscaling terms. Another complication is that resonance production and decay can lead to the production of certain hadrons which might otherwise be suppressed.
Some simple applications of (1) behavior to be a good approximation for x beyond the "quasielastic" peak, e.g., x > .3 for G 4/P' This is discussed further in Ref. 6.
In this paper we will consider the application of the fragmentation counting rules to high energy low-transverse momentum inclusive reactions,
and emphasize the features of the cross sections which can discriminate between various mechanisms. We will primarily be interested in the behavior of the center-of-mass cross sections in the beam and target fragmentation regions.
These will be considered as functions of XC and xD where, ideally, XC and xD are the light cone fractions of the observed particles C and D relative to the underlying source jets. Since in the gluon exchange and quark annihilation models a certain amount of transverse momentum is imparted to the jets before fragmentation, the jets do not necessarily lie along the beam axis. In the absence of an event by event jet direction analysis the best approximation to the light cone fraction is the radial scaling variable xR=E*/Emax employed extensively in the analysis of Taylor et al.
26 At s-m --xR becomes equal to the usual Feynman I' scaling variable XL = ipz I/ Ip& 1. However, at finite energy the variable xR, which maintains a constant distance from the phase space boundary, is to be preferred for analysis in the context of the fragmentation models.
Conventionally, the fragmentation region is identified with the (energyindependent) triple Regge contribution; e. g. , for A+ B -C + X d@ c-c (l-xc)
(xc is usually identified with xL for this theory) where oAe is the leading Regge trajectory in the A+ e channel identified in exclusive processes A+H -C+H'.
This form successfully describes the triple Pomeron region in pp -pX for xL > .8 and, apparently, the quantum number exchange reactions, e. g. , r+p -K+X, pp -. 7r'X, for xL > . 
It is, however, clear from experiment that at high energies the triple Regge We thus investigate the possibility that the fragmentation cross sections do/dx in the 1x1~. 9 region can be identified with the fragmentation distribution appropriate to the underlying jets JA and JB produced in the beam and target regions and carrying virtually all the momentum of pA and pg. Thus in the simplest model where the jet JA is defined as the system produced by dissociation of the beam A via a Pomeron one predicts 2g (xc=(P;+P;)/(P;+P;)) (1-x)5 gluon exchange or dissociation
In both mechanisms (1) and (2), the ratio of r' and 7r-production is given Ochs" has shown that this result is in reasonably good agreement with experiment. (Note, however, that we do not predict G7itjpa Gulp.) The ISIX results, 26, 28 Eq. (5)) appear to favor the quark exchange/annihilation prediction, We should emphasize that even in this model, those events with a large rapidity gap characteristic of diffractive dissociation are still predicted to have the Q-x)~ behavior. We do not attempt to predict the relative normalization of these contributions.
III. CORRELATIONS IN DOUBLE FRAGMENTATION CROSS SECTIONS
The quark exchange (or annihilation) model can lead to a dramatic long range correlation between the fragmentation behavior of the beam and target in the double inclusive cross section A+B dC+ D+X. The correlation occurs whenever there is a mismatch between the remaining quarks in the Fock space of A and B when C and D are produced. In this section we shall make the additional strong assumption that the exchanged wee-quark can be found in Fock space states of the hadron with the minimum number ofpairs.
A typical prediction which we discuss in detail below is
which represents a strong violation of factorization (7). The scaling variables xl and x2 are evaluated in the fragmentation region of the beam and target respectively. In fact, the predicted behavior in cases where there is a quark mismatch is usually
for small l-xc.
We begin the detailed discussion with the special example ~r+p -K++ n-+ X.
Consider first the dissociation or gluon-exchange model (Fig. 2a) . For R+--K' the minimum number of quark spectators is 2. For p -+r-, the minimum number is 3. Thus for this model dN %%r (~r+p -cK+7;X) -(1+Q3 (l-xJ5 , (gluon exchange, dissociation) (12) In the case of the quark exchange mechanism, Fig. 2b , let us first consider l-xc small. The minimal r+-fragmenting state is u&s. The ?! quark in the r'
.--13-can interact leaving the 6s system as the jet JA which provides the K+ fragment plus one quark spectator:
For the double fragmentation process (12) , the proton begins in a Fock state luud& from which the n can be fragmented. One of the u quarks in the fsB state luuu> which is not part of the r-can interact with the a of the CA state
Ias> by annihilation (not exchange) into a 7r+. Thus the jet JB will be luudu> and there will be 2 spectators for the n' emission. This yields the factorizing form dxmb (7;'pdK++ r-+X) N (l-xK)(l-xJ3 (q;i annihilation) (14) K 71
However, if we insist on quark exchange, Fig. 2c (or annihilation into a flavorless state) then the BB state must be augmented by a ad pair so that JB consists of luuuadii>, and 4 spectators will be left after r-emission-severely increasing the (l-x2 power 31: (l'XK small compared to l-x 72 (r+p -K++ r-+X) ,--, (1-xK)(l-xd7 tq exchange) (15) We now state the general rules for the quark exchange and annihilation models: There is, of course, the additional contribution, obtained by the symtnetrical process which dominates when (1-xD) is small compared to (l-xc).
We also summarize the earlier results for gluon exchange or dissociation.
The A-C and B-D fragmentations are independent of one another and we have P-xc)
2ncA -1 and (l-xc)
2nGA -1 t l-xD, 2xljjB -1 for single and double fragmentation distributions, respectively.
One could also consider the possibility of central baryon production, analogous to q< annihilation, obtained from the fusion of a slow (qq) system from A or B with a quark from the other. Although this can lead in some cases to favorable fragmentation powers, the fractional percentage of central baryon production is known to be very small.
Finally we note that all the predicted fragmentation powers should be essentially independent of the momentum transfer in the reaction, at low t or pT. This is because the square of the momentum transfer tAc or tBD tends to be absorbed by the exchanged quark or gluon prior to the beginning of fragmentation. We emphasize that the triple Regge contributions which usually produce (l-x) power laws dependent on t are distinguishable from the t-independent jet fragmentation contributions. 32 In general both contributions can be important when x is very near one, although the jet fragmentation terms appear to dominate at high energies at moderate x.
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IV. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT
In order to summarize the model predictions, we present the power laws for various fragmentation processes in tabular form. Three reactions are considered in Tables I, II , and III 33 : pp interactions; x+p interactions with x+--C; and p;r+ with p--C. Table IV gives the fragmentation powers for the gluon exchange and dissociation models, a summary of the less restrictive annihilation predictions of Tables I, II , and III, as well as the triple Regge t=O predictions, and predictions for central baryon production. It should be noted that one subtlety has been omitted from the tables: deep inelastic scattering indicates that effectively, Gd,p w (l-x) Gu,p for x--l (although this could be due to resonance or scale-breaking effects). Thus the P--T-fragmentations power predictions should be -1 unit higher than the results of Table IV .
From Table IV a number of interesting facts emerge. First, an accurate determination of the (l-xc) power in dN/dx (A + B -C-t X) and its pT dependence should eliminate most of the models. The results of the table correspond to minimum powers so that some mixture of higher powers could conceivably occur.
Thus we can argue that the t-independent ISR results 28 dN/dx-(1-xC)3S5 for p-r+ and K+ first of all, disfavors Regge theory and central baryon production.
It is also below the minimal gluon-exchange/dissociation prediction by a significant amount, given the high statistics of the experiment. The results are however consistent with the quark-exchange or annihilation mechanisms. The ISR results dN/dx (p-r-) ~(1-x~)~ and dN/dx (p--K-) w(l-xcf*i taga% apparently independent of t) also support the quark-exchange or annihilation models.
The results from Fermilab experiments require more discussion. O<x<.8 (16) -$gg$.Q& N (1-x)7*5*1 , o<x<.3
The corresponding predictions for both gluon and quark exchange are (l-~)~ and (l-xJ8 9 respectively, taking dN/dx (pp -pX) -(l-x) for x 2 0.3 . However, we -17-note again that the absolute powers of (l-x) for dN/dx (pp -)? or K+, X') are observed to be in the range 2.8 to 3.5 and thus favor the quark-exchange/ annihilation model.
Although the results for single fragmentation distributions in pp -hX seem to be reasonably consistent with the predictions of the quark-exchange model, other tests involving the use of other beams (mesons, photons, etc. ) are necessary.
It should be noted that at low energies, complications are expected from finite mass and phase-space effects, and at high XL. 9, triple Regge contributions must become important. 32 In some cases resonance production and decay can also provide a background to the direct fragmentation distributions.
In view of the possible complications and backgrounds to the single fragmentatipn '. -distributions, the importance of the double fragmentation measurements A+ B -c C+ D+X becomes apparent because of the possibility of a long-range correlation in flavor induced by the quark-exchange/annihilation mechanisms.
The predictions for several cases are given in Table IV , but because of the possible high statistics, the single experiment pp -) $7r+X is probably the best candidate for deciding whether the quark mechanism is correct. In this case dN/dx (pp -r+X) -(l-~)~ for single fragmentation, but for l-xl small, the double fragmentation prediction is since one requires at minimum a 7-quark Fock space state of the proton in order to provide the annihilating q;i system or wee-quark exchange. We note that there is also a background factorizing contribution -(l-x1)5 (l-x2)5 from dissociation contributions, but this should be negligible at small l-xl. We also see from Table I , that the process pp -x +K-X can discriminate between the quark exchange versus the less restrictive annihilation mechanism: at small l-x 1 I (l-x2) 11 q exchange (l-x2) 7 qS -mesons Many other possibilities for distinguishing these two mechanisms using double .fragmentation are apparent from Tables I-IV. l . :,, I
Correlations involving two fast particles in the same fragmentation direction can also be a important discriminant of models. We also wish to emphasize the importance of measurements of the fragmentation distributions for particles produced in association with massive lepton pairs. Assuming the dominance of the Drell-Yan-fi mechanism the ambiguity of the interaction mechanism is eliminated and the fragmentation powers can be precisely tested. The physics of the fragmentation region is continuous for &Z12*-/s -0 if the quark annihilation or exchange mechanism correctly describes the total hadronic cross section. It is also very interesting to compare the fragmentation distributions on and off resonance ( p, 4, #, T) production in order to discriminate the various proposed mechanisms. Bulletin, 317 (July, 1977) ).
This type of prediction was discussed in Ref. 15 .
Alternately, one can consider the n+ to arise from the UT+ -. r'u, uU -. 7T+M-, The predictions for quark-exchange also apply to mechanism (2) where one of the mesons is produced directly by qc annihilation.
At large negative t, Regge trajectories are predicted in the Constituent
Interchange Model' to fall to negative integers: o!(t) w-n. This ensures continuity with fixed-angle scaling laws.
The tables can be easily extended to the case of 7r-(or K-) production in r+p reactions using the dominant resonance decay with C = p. -n+ 7~+ (or c=RO* -K-+ z+). This adds roughly 1 unit to the (l-xc) power since the decays are two-body. The predictions for $, D, 8, z/, etc. and also other beam types may be easily worked out from the rules given in Section II.
We neglect here indirect production of particles from the decay of baryon resonances. a)
The number for ND in parentheses applies to the more restrictive quark exchange model. 
